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Background: The evolution of antiviral drug resistance during influenza pandemics has created widespread

concern. Use of antiviral drugs is a main contributor to the evolution of drug-resistant strains. Moreover, there

are recent examples of influenza viruses acquiring drug resistance seemingly without incurring a fitness penalty

that reduces their transmission rate. This creates the possibility of strategic (game theoretical) interaction

between jurisdictions making decisions about use of antiviral drug stockpiles.

Methods: We developed and analyzed a 2-player 2-strategy game theoretical model. Each ‘player’ (an authority

in a health jurisdiction) can choose to treat with antiviral drugs at a low rate or a high rate. High treatment rates

are more likely to cause emergence of a drug-resistant strain, and once a drug-resistant strain has evolved, it

can spread between the two jurisdictions. We determine the Nash equilibria of the game.

Results: We show that there is a coordination game between the jurisdictions, where both players choosing a

low treatment rate, or both choosing a high treatment rate, are the only stable outcomes. The socially optimal

outcome occurs if both players cooperate by choosing a low treatment rate, thereby avoiding generating drug-

resistant mutants. However, such cooperation may fail to materialize if the jurisdictions are closely connected

through travel; if the drug-resistant mutant is tolerated (not seen as undesirable); or if the antiviral drug has

partial efficacy against transmission of the drug-resistant strain.

Conclusions: Inter-jurisdictional cooperation could be essential during a severe influenza pandemic, but we

know little about how jurisdictions will interact in a scenario where highly pathogenic, drug-resistant mutant

strains are able to transmit as effectively as non-resistant strains. Therefore, strategic multi-population
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interactions during influenza pandemics should be further studied.
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The 1918-1919 H1N1 influenza pandemic was a deadly event, killing an estimated 50-100 million people

worldwide . Subsequent pandemics occurred in 1957 and 1968, and the World Health Organization confirmed

the beginning of another pandemic on June 11, 2009 . Vaccines were not available until the middle of the

2009 pandemic in many populations, and the problem of limited vaccine availability may occur in future

pandemics until vaccine production technologies change. Thus, at the start of a pandemic, antiviral drugs may

be the only available pharmaceutical intervention. Therefore, the frequent emergence of drug-resistant viruses

has raised serious concerns.

Acquiring a mutation often entails tradeoffs, such that a strain that acquires drug resistance also suffers a

fitness penalty (e.g., a reduced transmission rate). There is a rich literature on the implications of tradeoffs for

pathogen strain structure and transmission dynamics . In the context of influenza subtype H1N1, the H274Y

mutation weakens binding of the drug oseltamivir to viral neuraminidase (NA) enzyme, by reducing the amount

of NA that is available at the cell surface . However, this also has the effect of reducing the fitness of the virus,

since NA is necessary for the virus to be released from the host cell. As a result, acquisition of the H274Y

mutation without any secondary compensatory mutations can reduce the evolutionary fitness of the virus . Drug

resistance is less problematic when mutants are less transmissible than original strain (for instance, as a result

of a fitness penalty), since the mutants can be outcompeted by the original strain in community-level

transmission. Indeed, most early oseltamivir-resistant strains appeared to have reduced transmissibility and

infectivity, compared to their non-resistant progenitors .

However, more recently, influenza A (H1N1)pdm09 viruses have been increasingly capable of acquiring the

H275Y mutation that confers oseltamivir-resistance, without suffering a fitness penalty, thanks to secondary

mutations . In the 2007-2008 influenza season in Europe, oseltamivir-resistant influenza A (H1N1) with the

H275Y mutation emerged and was observed to spread widely even in absence of widespread antiviral drug

usage, suggesting that the mutants competed well with the resistant strains already in circulation  . Drug

resistance due to oseltamivir usuage also emerged more quickly than in pre-pandemic strains .

Additionally, it appears that influenza A (H7N9) viruses are also capable of acquiring oseltamivir resistance

without suffering a fitness penalty . (However these viruses have not yet evolved the ability to transmit from

person-to-person in a sustainable way .)

The emergence of oseltamivir-resistant influenza viruses that are as transmissible as their non-resistant

progenitors has implications for how jurisdictions decide upon antiviral drug strategies during a pandemic.

Mathematical models have been used to determine optimal antiviral drug use strategies that minimize the

emergence and/or spread of antiviral drug resistant strains in a single jurisdiction . When drug

resistance confers a fitness penalty, single-jurisdiction approaches are adequate, since the less transmissible

mutant will be outcompeted by the original strain in another jurisdiction that has chosen to practice limited

antiviral drug use. However, when evolution of drug resistance fails to cause a reduced transmission rate, a

careful policy of restricting antiviral drug use to limit the emergence of resistant strains may not be helpful to a

jurisdiction that is connected to another jurisdiction through travel: the jurisdiction practicing limited antiviral

drug usage remains susceptible to importing the drug-resistant strain from the other jurisdiction practicing high
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rates of antiviral drug use. Without a fitness penalty, the drug-resistant strain can spread freely in both

jurisdictions, even though only one jurisdiction generated the mutant strain.

If the socially optimal approach is to restrict treatment only to the severest infections and thereby avoid or limit

the emergence of drug resistance, then two jurisdictions may cooperate with one another by both using antiviral

drugs at a low rate. However, if one jurisdiction is treating at a high rate and thereby generating many drug-

resistant mutants, then there is little incentive for the other jurisdiction to continue treating at a low rate, if

importation of the resistant strain from the other jurisdiction seems likely. Instead, the jurisdiction may want to

treat at a high rate as well, in which case both jurisdictions end up adopting the socially suboptimal strategy of

using antiviral drugs at a high rate. This strategic aspect of antiviral drug use policy between health jurisdictions

has not yet received much attention in the public health literature, to our knowledge.

Game theory is the formal study of decision-making where several players must make choices that potentially

affect the payoffs of the other players. A Nash equilibrium is a state where no player can increase his or her

payoff by unilaterally switching to a different strategy. More specifically, suppose that player i choosing strategy

a  gets a payoff u (a , a ) when the other player j chooses strategy a  . A strategy a * is a strict Nash equilibrium

for player i if we have u (a *,a )>u (a , a ) for every other player i strategy a ≠a * and for every possible strategy

a  adopted by player j . Hence, there is no incentive for any player to change their strategy and we generally

expect that rational players will choose Nash equilibrium strategies (convergence issues aside). In this paper

we will only consider conditions for strict Nash equilibria, although we will refer simply to Nash equilibria

throughout for brevity. The application of classical game theory to individual human behaviour has been

criticized for its assumption that each player ‘rationally’ maximizes his or her own payoff without considering the

impact of their decisions on the well-being of other players. In real populations, social processes may make this

assumption untenable . However, it may be a better description of how countries, regions, or municipalities

interact with one another in a severe pandemic.

Some previous multi-population models have also incorporated human behaviour . These are based on

compartmental epidemiological models, and focus on paediatric infectious disease. Other models explore the

effect of individual adaptive decision-making on the epidemiology of infectious diseases , or address the

emergence and control measures of antiviral drug resistance in a single population , but do not consider

strategic interactions between multiple populations. Models of strategic inter-jurisdictional antiviral drug usage

during an influenza pandemic appear to be rare, although approaches have been developed for other types of

infectious diseases .

In this Background section we have provided intuition for why antiviral drug use decisions may create strategic

interactions when drug resistance fails to confer a fitness penalty. In the remainder of this paper we develop

and analyze a formal game theoretical model of how two health jurisdictions choose antiviral drug use

strategies in a situation where the drug resistant strain can travel between the jurisdictions. This allows us to

gain insight regarding: when such strategic interactions are likely to become important, what form the strategic

interactions will take place, and when such interactions are more likely to result in socially suboptimal (i.e. non-

Pareto optimal) outcomes. Our objective was to illustrate the wide range of possible outcomes that may occur

in such situations, and to show how the outcomes may depend on epidemiological, geographical, and

perceptual factors. Our objective was not to generate quantitatively correct predictions about strategic

interactions in specific, real-world populations for specific influenza strains. In such cases, where models are

intended to serve didactic purposes rather than predictive purposes, a simpler model is often preferable to a

complicated model . Hence, we opt to use simple game theoretical model based on fixed payoff matrices,

rather than a more sophisticated dynamic evolutionary game theoretical model combined with a disease

transmission model. Although this creates some limitations in terms of model interpretation, it also enables us

to more easily discuss and classify different possible strategic outcomes under different circumstances.
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We developed a symmetric 2-player, 2-strategy game where payoffs are derived from a posteriori

epidemiological and antiviral drug assumptions. Each player is an authority making decisions that affect their

health jurisdiction and can choose to either treat at a low rate L, which we interpret to mean using antiviral

drugs only for the severest infections, or to treat at a high rate H, which we interpret to mean using antiviral

drugs for both severe and non-severe infections, and possibly also for prophylaxis. The payoffs depend on the

final epidemic size, which is a parameter. Consider a given “focal” player for which we are determining payoffs

based on epidemic outcomes in their focal jurisdiction, depending partly on what the “other” player in charge of

the other jurisdiction does. We let R(x, y) denote the epidemic final size (the number of recovered individuals at

the end of the epidemic) of the regular strain in the focal jurisdiction,

where x is the treatment level in the focal jurisdiction, y is the treatment level in the other jurisdiction, κ is the

final size of the regular strain if both players treat at a low rate, η is the final size if the focal player treats at a

low rate and the other treats at a high rate, and δ is the final size if the focal player treats at a high rate.

The final size δ when the focal player treats at a high rate does not depend on the strategy of the other player

because we assume that only a small proportion of individuals travel between the jurisdictions, hence case

imports from the other player’s jurisdiction are only a small part of the total incidence of infection in the focal

jurisdiction. We expect δ< κ, since a player that treats at a high rate will reduce the transmission of the regular

strain, and hence will have a smaller final epidemic size of the regular strain. We expect δ< η for the same

reasons. Generally, we expect η< κ, since the other player treating at a high rate instead of a low rate will

create some small incremental benefit for the focal jurisdiction, by reducing the number of case imports of the

regular strain. However, this effect is small if travel is small, such as for populations connected primarily through

airplane travel, and so one could equally well assume κ= η for simplicity, when travel is infrequent. In summary,

δ< η ≤ κ, which simplifies to δ< η= κ by our assumption.

Similarly, we let R (x, y) denote the epidemic final size of the drug-resistant strain in the focal jurisdiction,

where R (x, y) is given by

where x and y denote treatment levels for the focal player and the other player respectively, β is the final size of

the drug-resistant strain if the focal player treats at a high rate, and γ is the final size of the drug-resistant strain

if the focal player treats at a low rate and the other player treats at a high rate.

We assume that there is no emergence of drug-resistant influenza virus if both jurisdictions treat at a low rate,

hence R  (L, L)=0. If the focal jurisdiction treats at a high rate, then drug-resistant mutants are created, and the

final epidemic size of the drug-resistant strain is β. Again β does not depend on the strategy of the other player,

since the focal player is already creating a large number of drug-resistant mutants through liberal use of

antiviral drugs, and a few more case imports will not contribute much to the final size of the drug resistant

strain. However, if the focal player treats at a low rate and the other player treats at a high rate, then the focal

jurisdiction experiences a non-trivial final size of the drug-resistant strain, denoted γ. γ is affected by the degree

of isolation between the jurisdictions. The greater the isolation (i.e. the fewer travels between jurisdictions), the

less the mutant strain emerging from a high treatment jurisdiction impacts a low treatment jurisdiction.

Methods

m

m

m
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One possibility is that β > γ, because a high number of mutants are generated in jurisdiction 1 due to the high

treatment level. This is more likely to occur when the jurisdictions are more isolated. Conversely, we may have

that β < γ, especially when the jurisdictions are closer together: the focal jurisdiction experiences an inflow of

drug-resistant strains from the other jurisdiction, and the mutants can spread effectively in the focal jurisdiction

once they have become established. However, because the focal jurisdiction is not using antiviral drugs (which

are assumed to have partial efficacy against the drug-resistant strains) at a high rate, the final size of the

mutant strain is very large. The relationship between β and γ thus depends on the exact nature of travel

connections, how much less effective the drug is in controlling the drug resistant strain, and how transmissible

the resistant strain is compared to the regular strain. We explore these two cases.

The payoff P of a focal player that adopts treatment rate x when the other player treats at the rate y is

where M is a constant representing health payoff in absence of a pandemic (we can set M=0 without loss of

generality) and α is the weighting factor that determines control priorities.In a focal jurisdiction that treats at rate

x while the other jurisdiction treats at rate y, R and R  are the final sizes of recovered individuals from the

regular and mutant strains, respectively. We generally assume α< 0.5, meaning that the jurisdictions consider a

case of mutant strain influenza to be more undesirable than a case of regular strain influenza.

We furthermore assume P(H) ≡ P(H, H)= P(H, L) where P(H) is the payoff of a focal player playing H. The

rationale for this assumption is that when case imports of the regular strain are rare, the final size of the regular

strain in a jurisdiction is determined primarily by the actions of the player controlling that jurisdiction. (The case

where P(H, H)≠ P(H, L) is briefly described in the Discussion section.) By assuming P(H, H)= P(H, L) (i.e., if a

player treats at high level, its payoff is independent of the other player’s strategy), the payoffs for the three

possible outcomes for equation 1 and equation 2 are:

The payoff matrix of this game appears in Figure 1. Although the relationships between the three entries of the

payoff matrix depend on the assumed values β, γ, κ, η, δ, and α, we generally expect that P(L, L)> P(H, H)=

P(H, L)> P(L, H) for an undesirable drug-resistant strain (see discussion at beginning of methods). Thus, if both

jurisdictions treat at a low level, they both have a high payoff. If both jurisdictions treat at high levels, both have

medium payoffs. In the case where one has a high treatment level and the other a low treatment level, the high

treatment level jurisdiction has a medium payoff and the low treatment level jurisdiction a low payoff.

Baseline parameters

We set parameter values according to published epidemiological literature whenever possible, allowing us to

specify plausible values for κ, η, δ (Table 1) that also satisfied the inequalities described in the Methods

section . The other parameters β, γ, and α were varied during our analysis.

m
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Table 1. Parameters, values, and descriptions: R and R  are the final sizes of the regular and mutant strains in
focal jurisdiction.

m
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Conditions for multiple versus single Nash Equilibria

Coordination games are a class of games with multiple pure strategy Nash equilibria . The players can choose

one Nash equilibrium or the other Nash equilibrium depending on process that may lead them naturally to one

or the other. A coordination game can be yielded by a payoff matrix which we use here, with the likely

relationships between P(L, L), P(L, H), P(H, L), and P(H, H) described in the Methods section (Figure 1). If both

players adopt high treatment levels (H) then they both will have medium payoffs, P(H, H)≡ m; if both players

have low treatment levels (L) and thereby avoid generating drug-resistant mutants, then both players will have

high payoffs, P(L, L)≡ h; if focal player has low treatment rate and other player has high treatment rate then

focal player will have low payoff, P(L, H)≡ l (since focal player treated at a low rate to avoid generating mutant

strains, but was infected by mutant strains anyway due to the high treatment rate of other player ) and other

player has medium payoff, P(H, L)≡ m. We assume h> m> l, so the game has exactly two Nash equilibria at (H,

H) and (L, L). Thus, it is an unbalanced coordination game where the players could adopt either (H, H) or (L, L)

depending on how they coordinate their actions. We note that very different (non-coordination) games may

emerge if h> m> l does not hold.

Results

26
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Figure 1. The payoff matrix for the focal player. The focal player’s strategies are to treat at a high rate (‘H’, row
1), or at a low rate (‘L’, row 2) while the other player’s strategy is also to treat at a high rate (‘H’, column 1) or a low
rate (‘L’, column 2). Parameters l, m and h represent low, medium, and high payoffs respectively. P(x,y) is the payoff
to the focal player when the focal player plays x and the other player plays y. Other parameter values are defined in
the Methods and Results sections.
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According to this argument, the focal point in this game (i.e. the Nash equilibrium that we expect the players to

adopt) is at (L, L) which both jurisdiction tend to choose in the absence of communication. There is a natural

tendency to choose the (L, L) strategy, not only because of higher payoffs but also because of the likely

temporal development of the pandemic. Initially, the number of infections will be low and hence the players

might start out playing an “L” strategy to begin with. If that is the case, they would simply stay at (L, L) as the

pandemic unfolds. However, if α is very small, such as might occur due to a mutant that is perceived as

particularly severe, the players may `panic’ and converge to the (H, H) strategy.

However, a closer investigation of the dependence of strategic outcomes on the epidemiological parameters β,

γ, κ, η, δ, and α reveal a more subtle picture with a greater range of possible outcomes than this approximate

argument can provide (see Table 2 for summary). It can be shown (Appendix A) that a coordination game

emerges if

Since κ > δ, the leftmost inequality in inequality (5) is dependent upon the magnitude of (1 – α)β/α, which is

decreasing in α. Therefore, the leftmost inequality may be satisfied when the mutant strain is sufficiently

undesirable (i.e., α is sufficiently small). Regarding the rightmost inequality in inequality (5), η > δ, yet the

relationship between β and γ is dependent upon the degree of connectedness of the jurisdictions. When the

jurisdictions are highly connected, we have γ > β and thus the rightmost inequality is trivially satisfied. However,

more isolated jurisdictions with β > γ satisfy the rightmost inequality for sufficiently high α. In summary,

coordination games exist when mutant strains are sufficiently undesirable, and also when jurisdictions are

sufficiently connected. However, for isolated jurisdictions, inequality (5) might also be satisfied by an

intermediate value of α.

It can be shown (Appendix B) that a single Nash equilibrium at (L, L) occurs when

Since we assume that κ = η, the left hand inequality in (6) is trivially satisfied. However, the right hand inequality

depends upon the relation of β and γ. Opposite to the coordination game case, the right hand inequality is

never satisfied when the jurisdictions are highly connected, since η > δ and γ > β. However, if the jurisdictions

are isolated such that β > γ, then the inequality may still be satisfied if the mutant strain is sufficiently

undesirable.

The condition for (H, H) to be a Nash equilibrium (see Appendix C) is:

In general, this equation is satisfied when β is sufficiently small and γ is sufficiently large, corresponding to the

situation where the jurisdictions are closely connected. Also, it requires that α takes on an intermediate value,

which encourages players to use more antiviral drugs since the mutant strain is less undesirable. We

furthermore note that the rightmost inequality is satisfied if κ < η (which cannot occur under our assumptions),

and if κ ≥ η, it can be satisfied when α is sufficiently small and when γ is sufficiently large.

It is also possible that (L, H), (H, L) occurs as a Nash equilibrium (see Appendix D), when:
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In this case, it can be shown that

Hence, the player treating at a low level is free-riding on the benefits provided by the player treating at a high

level. At these parameter values, the player adopting H provides benefits to the player adopting L by reducing

case imports of infections to their jurisdiction. In practice, this could occur if one player first moves from a lower

to a higher treatment rate early during the pandemic, due to the relation P(H, L) > P(L, L). However, once that

player has switched to high treatment, the fact that P(L, H) > P(H, H) means that the player who is slower to

switch strategies has no incentive to also switch to high treatment rates. Hence, the Nash equilibrium is (L, H),

(H, L). However, since κ ≈ η and γ > 0 are reasonable assumptions, meaning that the leftmost term in inequality

(8) will generally exceed the rightmost term and thus violate the inequality, we expect this outcome to be rare.

Finally, this game admits a mixed strategy Nash equilibrium which is found using the Bishop-Cannings

theorem . A mixed strategy is one in which a player plays his available pure strategies with a given probability.

If p is the probability of opponent playing H then it can be shown (Appendix E) that the mixed Nash Equilibrium

p* is

29
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Parameter planes showing how these equilibrium states depend on model parameters are useful for better

understanding these results. For a given value of the final size of the mutant strain if a player treats at a high

rate (β), a less undesirable mutant strain (higher α) shifts the outcome from a single Nash equilibrium at (L, L)

to two Nash equilibria at (H, H) and (L, L) (Figure 2). This occurs because a less `scary’ or dangerous mutant

strain reduces the incentive to maintain low treatment levels. If the final size of the mutant strain for a player

treating at a low rate while the other player is treating at a high rate (γ) is higher, there is a similar effect of

turning (H, H) into a second Nash equilibrium: increasing γ increases the strength of externalities, since the

other player treating at a higher rate has a larger impact on the focal player treating at a lower rate. An increase

in γ may occur due to stronger travel connections between the two jurisdictions, for instance. Finally, we

observe from Figure 2 that decreasing β, the final size of the mutant strain for a player treating at a high rate,

also causes (H, H) to become a second Nash equilibria. This occurs because a reduced final size of the mutant

strain under high treatment rates incentivizes high treatment rates, since it corresponds to the (often unrealistic)

situation where widespread use of the drug significantly reduces the final size of the drug-resistance strain.
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Table 2. Conditions for different equilibria.
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Figure 2. α-γ parameter plane. The α-γ parameter plane divided into regions containing one or two Nash Equilibria
for various β values. The region above each line contains two Nash Equilibria at (L, L) and (H, H) while the region
below each line contains single Nash equilibria at (L, L).
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Parameter planes of β versus γ for various values of α show a wider range of possible outcomes, especially

when α is larger (Figure 3). Here we again observe that low values of β (an unrealistic region of parameter

space corresponding to a low final size of mutant infections under high treatment rates) or high values of γ

(corresponding to stronger externalities due to closer travel connections) correspond to a region of parameter

space where both (H, H) and (L, L) are Nash equilibria. In contrast, when β is large and/or γ is small, (L, L) is

the only Nash equilibrium. Moreover, as α increases, corresponding to a less undesirable mutant strain, the

region where (H, H) is the sole Nash equilibrium appears and begins to expand. This occurs because when α is

larger, generating mutants is less of a concern and hence higher treatment rates are acceptable. As α

increases, a region with two Nash equilibrium (L, H) and (H, L) also appears, but it occupies a very small region

of the parameter space (see also Figure 4, which shows a blown-up version of Figure 3f). Our model does not

account for time spent in transit, such as time spent in an airplane, or commuting via public transit or

automobile. This might have an impact on our results if jurisdictions are connected by plane travel and

symptom screening stations are set up at airport arrival terminals. However, it would not have an impact for

jurisdictions connected primarily through public transit or automobile, for which screening is impractical.
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Figure 3. β-γ parameter plane. The β-γ parameter plane divided into various regions depending on number and
type of Nash equilibrium they contain, for α=0.01 (a), 0.1 (b), 0.2 (c), 0.3 (d), 0.4 (e) and 0.5 (f). Nash equilibria are
indicated by (H, H), etc.
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Figure 4. β-γ parameter plane. The β-γ parameter plane divided into various regions depending on number and
type of Nash equilibrium they contain, for α=0.5. Nash equilibria are indicated by (H, H), etc. This figure is
equivalent to Figure 3f.
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In summary, the best scenario for an outcome of (L, L) where both players adopt low treatment levels occurs

when: the jurisdictions are not strongly connected through travel (low γ), high levels of treatment would result in

a high final size of infections by mutant strains (high β), and/or the mutant strain is highly undesirable (low α).

Most importantly, jurisdictions with close travel ties (low γ) and with the potential for mutants that do not

respond to the antiviral drug (large β) are more subject to outcomes such as (H, H) due to externalities, and if α

is also small, then outcomes could be socially suboptimal (i.e. non-Pareto optimal) since both jurisdictions end

up treating at high rate due to strategic considerations.

Stackelberg Equilibria

The temporal development of events that occur during a real influenza pandemic could change the strategic

nature of antiviral usage. For instance, the pandemic strain would first emerge in a single jurisdiction that might

have to make decisions about antiviral usage before other jurisdictions that are presently virus-free.

The concept of a Stackelberg equilibrium is useful under these circumstances of a sequential game . In a

Stackelberg equilibrium, one player acts as a leader and the other as a follower. The leader adopts a strategy,

taking into account the follower’s optimal response strategy. It differs from the Nash equilibrium in which players

act simultaneously. We will denote focal jurisdiction as the leader, where the pandemic starts, and other

jurisdiction as the follower.

Under conditions where (L,L) or (H,H) are the only Nash Equilibria in the case of simultaneous play, then

sequential play does not alter the predictions of our analysis. However, for the conditions that lead to a

coordination game in the simultaneous case (P(L, L) > P(H) > P(L, H)) the outcome of sequential play differs

from the simultaneous case. Sequential play permits the leader to direct the outcome to the (L,L) equilibrium,

since the leader can surmise that the follower will choose H if it chooses H, and L if it chooses L. Thus, the

leader will choose L, since P(L,L) > P(H).
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Figure 5. Tree diagram for Stackelberg equilibria. Tree diagram for Stackelberg equilibria where R  and R  are
the rates adopted by the leader and the follower respectively. Also. l, m, and h are low, medium, and high payoffs.
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Under conditions where we have the equilibria (L,H) and (H,L) in the simultaneous case, sequential play

benefits the leader. If the leader chooses L, then the follower will choose H. And, if the leader chooses H, then

the follower will choose L. Thus, we arrive at one of the two Nash Equilibria. Since P(L,H) > P(H), the leader will

choose L, and thus force the follower to take the lesser payoff, H. Therefore, sequential play benefits the

leader.

Here we developed a two-player game of strategic interactions in antiviral usage during an influenza pandemic.

The model highlights the possibility for externalities to develop, if a drug resistant influenza strain is as

transmissible as the non-resistant variety. Under such circumstances, it is possible for a socially suboptimal

Nash equilibrium to develop where both players use antiviral influenza drugs at a high rate, when the socially

optimal behaviour is actually for both players to treat at a low rate. This occurs because players may opt to treat

at a high rate, knowing that drug-resistant mutants will emerge and be imported to their jurisdiction anyway, due

to high antiviral drug usage in the other jurisdictions. In this scenario, there is a Nash equilibrium at (L, L) where

both jurisdictions treat at a low rate, and a socially suboptimal equilibrium at (H, H) where both jurisdictions

treat at a high rate. We found that such a scenario is more likely when the two jurisdictions are closely

connected through travel (γ is high), since travel connections increase the chances of case importations. A

higher travel volume increases the chance that a mutant strain is imported from the other jurisdiction, and

therefore increases the likelihood that the jurisdiction will increase its treatment rate in anticipation of receiving

mutant strains from the other jurisdiction. Similarly, socially suboptimal Nash equilibria such as (H,H) or

coordination games also occur when the mutant strain is tolerated (α is high). This causes the players to be

less concerned about generated drug-resistant strains and therefore more likely to choose H. Finally, a socially

suboptimal Nash equilibrium could occur if the antiviral drug is effective in reducing the final size of the drug

resistant strain (β is low). However, antiviral drugs seem to have little influence on the final size of drug-

resistant influenza strains  and so a situation where β is low may not occur in reality. In summary, a socially

suboptimal outcome where two Nash equilibria are possible and player choose the one corresponding to a

higher treatment rate occurs if the jurisdictions are closely connected through travel; if the drug-resistant mutant

is tolerated (not seen as undesirable); or if the antiviral drug has partial efficacy against the drug-resistant

strain.

In the Stackelberg model, in which players play sequentially, we found that conditions for both players to use

antiviral drugs at a low rate were weaker (easier to satisfy). Such cases in which the Stackelberg model applies

are: when the emergence of a disease is observed in a single jurisdiction, or when the disease is observed in

both jurisdictions, but one jurisdiction is able to react faster.

Our model considers an implied stochastic setting where players incur a probability to generate a mutant strain

if they treat with antiviral drugs at a high rate. Because of this, when the volume of travel between the

populations is sufficiently low, the main impact that a jurisdiction might have on other jurisdictions is if they treat

with antiviral drugs at a very high rate, while other jurisdictions treat at a low rate. In that case, the jurisdictions

treating at a low rate may receive case imports of mutant strains from the jurisdiction treating at a high rate

(P(L, H)≠ P(L, L)), despite their attempts to treat at a low rate to avoid the emergence of antiviral drug

resistance. On the other hand, a jurisdiction treating at a high rate is already generating mutant strains and is

therefore little affected by other jurisdictions in this respect (P(H,H)=P(H,L)). Naturally, differing assumptions

about travel volume or the impact of antiviral drugs on the epidemiology of the drug-resistant strain could

change the predictions. Thus, future work could explore this effect through a stochastic, two-patch model.

Like other models, this model has some limitations. Perhaps most importantly, we derive payoffs from a

posteriori epidemiological and antiviral drug assumptions. This was intentional, since our objective was to

Discussion
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illustrate that the outcomes of strategic interactions in antiviral drug usage between jurisdictions during an

influenza pandemic could vary widely depending on epidemiological (β), geographical (γ), and perception of the

severity of the mutant strain compared to the resistant strain (α) . However, the drawback of using a posteriori

assumptions is that it is difficult to quantify the exact likelihood of various outcomes, or even to quantify the

outcomes themselves. For instance, we do not know what value of α real health authorities might adopt.

Similarly, although we interpret (H, H) to represent a socially suboptimal outcome where both jurisdictions

engage in excessive antiviral drug use, we would need to better quantify the relationship between treatment

levels and outcomes (for instance, by using a mechanistic model and/or using real cost estimates) in order to

firmly establish this. A further limitation is that we did not capture stochastic events, which are important in the

context of drug resistance evolution since mutation events are stochastic. We also assumed that jurisdictions

can control stockpiles of drugs and that they may quickly and accurately dispense them during a pandemic.

Additionally, this model is not based on an infectious disease transmission model, and thus we could not study

any temporal dynamics.

Similarly, predictions might change if the Stackelberg model were changed to a multiple turn game where we

alternate between the jurisdictions, giving them the option to increase their treatment levels. Under conditions

where P( L , L ) < P( H ) < P( L , H ), both jurisdictions wish for the other to treat at a high level while they treat

at a low level. In a repeated game this could result in a so-called Mexican standoff where neither side wishes to

treat. However, this leads to the worst case scenario for both jurisdictions, ( L , L ), because of the assumption

P( L , L ) < P( H ) < P( L , H ).

The quantities P(H, H) and P(H, L) are in fact only approximately equal when case imports are not too high.

Our assumption that P(H, H) = P(H, L) may break under the various circumstances. For instance we could

achieve P(H, H) > P(H, L) if the use of the high antiviral treatment level in the other jurisdiction significantly

decreases the number of cases that are imported from to the focal jurisdiction, and increases the focal player’s

payoff (relative to the case where the other player uses the low treatment level). Alternatively, P(H, H) < P(H, L)

could happen if the use of the high treatment level at the other jurisdiction significantly increases the risk of a

drug resistant strain arising, and being imported into the focal jurisdiction, and that the spread of such a strain

is very costly to the focal jurisdiction. We speculate that these conditions are more likely to arise when the

travel rates between the two jurisdictions are very high. It can be shown that we have a coordination game

under these circumstances when P(L, L) > P(H, L) and P(H, H) > P(L, H). However, we leave a full exploration

of the case P(H, H)≠ P(H, L) to future work.

Other model limitations include lack of heterogeneity in the patient population and patient health status in

particular, and the lack of including other drivers of behaviour. For instance, some individuals may have risk

factors for severe infection, such as co-infection with HIV or advanced age. Such patients would merit a higher

priority for antiviral drug treatment, and the moral imperative to provide treatment for those individuals could

modify strategic considerations. To some extent, heterogeneity in patient health status is implicitly accounted

for in our model: we allow for a low treatment strategy, but not a zero treatment strategy, because we assume

that some individuals will always be treated. However, our assumption that the low treatment strategy will not

produce antiviral drug resistance may not apply under all circumstances. Moreover, there may be other

consequences of population heterogeneities for strategic interactions that we have not foreseen. It is difficult to

know whether such heterogeneities would strengthen or weaken strategic interactions a priori, therefore further

research on this topic is needed. Strategic considerations could also be modified by political or economic

factors. Political decisions receive input from factors other than strategic considerations, and likewise economic

factors could be a strong determinant of antiviral drug use strategies. For instance, many countries simply

cannot afford to practice prophylaxis or widespread treatment with antiviral drugs. Similarly, social cohesion

could influence decisions and prevent a “rational” Nash equilibrium from materializing, either in favour of higher

antiviral drug use, or lower antiviral drug use . A model with multiple jurisdictions and connected by complex28
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network could also result in very different predictions than our simple two jurisdiction model. Finally, we note

that when antiviral drug resistance can emerge de novo–independently of antiviral drug use–the nature of

strategic interactions could change significantly, which has implications for predicted outcomes.

We leave it to future work using more realistic models to refine some of the results of our simple model, and

determine more precisely the likelihood that strategic factors could become important, and what the

corresponding outcomes would be. For now, this initial model shows that strategic interactions could potentially

play a role in antiviral drug use decisions, and it calls for further research with more detailed and empirically

motivated models.

The model shows how a wide range of outcomes are possible depending on epidemiological, geographical,

and perceptual factors in the populations. Externalities caused by travel connections when drug-resistant

mutants do not suffer a reduced transmission have the potential to lead both jurisdictions to socially suboptimal

states of excessive antiviral drug use. Strategic interactions between jurisdictions during an influenza pandemic

should be further studied.

L: treat at a low rate

H: treat at a high rate

l: low payoff

m: medium payoff

h: high payoff

WHO: World Health Organization

HIV: Human Immunodeficiency Virus
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